
Presenter
Presentation Notes
Introduction: Watch provided videoAs we wrap up this series, I’m going to miss this coupleThey’ve taught us a few things I hope,Maybe not what to do but what not to doThat we ought to be vocal about our expectations hopes and dreamsPerhaps some of us have felt a pang rather than humorThere is some truth to their situationToday, we are going to recognize, even if all is going poorly or wellHappy Couples know it’s a choicePrayOutpouring of the Spirit, discernment, courage, resilience and repentance



BECAUSE OF LOVE, HAPPY COUPLES 

… decide they owe each other everything 
but are owed nothing in return

… engage in a submission competition

… sometimes throw things

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Review: Because of love (John 13:34): Happy couples decide they owe each other everything but are owed nothing in returnHappy couples engage in a submission competitionHappy couples sometimes throw things (at God)These are active actions	decide	engage	throwRepresentationWe know that our relationships are imperfect because we are imperfectWe know that marriage is intended to reflect Christ the unity of God and Christ and the church (Eph. 5:22-33)We know that because of our imperfection we can’t do this aloneWe are to be transformed by the love of Christ and this love pours out into the rest of our livesIt’s “as I, so you”It’s the agapao or sacrificial loveThis message is not just for the married peopleMarriage is a special kind of union that specifically calls us to behave a certain wayThe application of love goes beyond the commitment of marriageLove is for everyone, this message is for everyone



1 Corinthians 13: 1-7 (MSG)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s spend a minute to make sure we have the foundation and audience set. John talked last week about the “Love Law”Read John, 13:34There has been a theme emerging in our sermons: 	CHANGE SLIDES



If I speak with human eloquence and angelic 
ecstasy but don’t love, I’m nothing but the 

creaking of a rusty gate. 2 If I speak God’s Word 
with power, revealing all his mysteries and 

making everything plain as day, and if I have faith 
that says to a mountain, “Jump,” and it jumps, 

but I don’t love, I’m nothing. 



3-7 If I give everything I own to the poor and 
even go to the stake to be burned as a martyr, 
but I don’t love, I’ve gotten nowhere. So, no 
matter what I say, what I believe, and what I 

do, I’m bankrupt without love.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is so convictingIt cuts to the heart of the issueSo many of our relationship issues are addressed on the surface, but this goes to the coreAre our disagreements, arguments, and frustrations in our marriage truly about leaving the dirty dishes in the sink?Is it really our lack of loving well?It goes to the characterAs a father and teacher, I’m concerned with characterCharacter is what happens when no one is watchingOur relationships start out with us on our best behaviorThere is a lack of comfort to be our true selvesWhen our true characters come out its sometimes uglySometimes we can put on the garments and behavior of being a good Christian but our character betrays us if we don’t loveThis can betray the hypocriteThis can also be trainingWhen I was young, I would wear my dad’s shoes.  They didn’t fit, but I would pretend to be him.  As I grew, physically, I could fill them out, but this was also representative of how we grow.We need to practice the ideal even if we aren’t there yetWe just need to be honest with ourselves and others that we aren’t thereDon’t fake it, but practiceThe worst thing for a marriage is to be a fakerThe worst thing for a relationship is to be a fakerNobody likes a fakerWhat does love look like? 



Love never gives up.
Love cares more for others than for self.
Love doesn’t want what it doesn’t have.

Love doesn’t strut,
Doesn’t have a swelled head,
Doesn’t force itself on others,

Isn’t always “me first,”
Doesn’t fly off the handle,



Doesn’t keep score of the sins of others,
Doesn’t revel when others grovel,

Takes pleasure in the flowering of truth,
Puts up with anything,

Trusts God always,
Always looks for the best,

Never looks back,
But keeps going to the end.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Take a moment and re-skim or think about what was just readWhat strikes you as convictingDon’t look for the short-comings of the other personWhat are you convicted of?These are choicesWhat does this behavior look like?Notice: it doesn’t sayIf they deserve itIf they earned itIf you feel like itThese are always characteristics of loveIt’s taking the person and choosing to view them in the lens of loveIt’s the “as I, so you” principleSeeing through this lens createsConvictionSecurityIntimacyLoveThis sort of love transformsThis is the love of Jesus – the agapao/sacrificial loveThis is the John 3:16 loveThis is the Romans 5:8 loveThis sort of love protects and encourages



“Relationships rooted in loving-
kindness are the ones that change 
lives.”  He goes on to say, “Love is 

seeing others as they really are and 
deserve to be seen.  Not just seeing 

behaviors or labels or making 
assumptions.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dr. Kenneth Gingsburg writes in an article for Psychology Today:“Relationships rooted in loving-kindness are the ones that change lives.”  He goes on to say, “Love is seeing others as they really are and deserve to be seen.  Not just seeing behaviors or labels or making assumptions.”Sometimes it’s easier to love than it is to likeLike is subjective, love is a choiceLike what we read from the Apostle Paul, Dr. Ginsburg writes, “Love is active, it is something we can commit toWhat would it look like if we committed to this behavior? Could we have happy marriages?Could we have fulfilling relationships?Could we engage with the world the way that we are called to engage with the world?



Could we have happy marriages?
________________________________

Could we have fulfilling relationships?
________________________________

Could we engage with the world the way that we 
are called to engage with the world?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What would it look like if we committed to this behavior? Could we have happy marriages?Could we have fulfilling relationships?Could we engage with the world the way that we are called to engage with the world?



Happy Couples know it’s a choice. 
______________________________________

Happy couples know true love is being 
transformed and then living in the identity of 

the transformation.
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